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My Mouth Is A Volcano
HOPE is our children's window for a better tomorrow. In terms
of resilience and well-being, hope is a critically important
predictor of success. This creative story from the best-selling
author of My Mouth is a Volcano!, and Bubble Gum Brain,
reminds children that dark clouds can be temporary and
asking for help is always okay. We all have times when we
need to borrow a little hope from someone else. When your
clouds get too dark, and too heavy to push away, Reach out
and ask, "Can I borrow some light?" "I'm having a really bad
day." It's always okay to admit to yourself, "I just can't do it
today." Everyone needs somebody sometimes, to help them
find their way. Sometimes the dark clouds overhead seem too
heavy and you feel like giving up. Little candle knows all
about this. Bad grades, blasted on social media, worried
about making the team, and wondering who her real friends
are"š€š"so many hard things to deal with! All she can see is
darkness. But her story begins to change when someone
notices she needs a boost of hope. As little candle is
reminded she has purpose and her own unique gifts, and that
she isn't the only one with dark clouds, her dim light begins to
shine brighter. This hopeful story emphasizes for children
(and adults) the many different ways to ask for help, and their
ability to be a hope builder for others, too.
There goes Lester. Watch him fester.His ears start to fizz. He
gets mad as a griz.His face turns red. He's a Soda Pop
Head.You just never know when Lester will blow.His cap will
go flying. If it hits you, you'll be crying,so you'd better stay
away from Lester today!His real name is Lester, but everyone
calls him "Soda Pop Head." Most of the time he's pretty
happy, but when things seem to be unfair his ears gets hot,
his face turns red and he blows his top! Lester's dad comes to
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his rescue by teaching him a few techniques to "loosen the
top" and cool down before his fizz takes control.Soda Pop
Head will help your child control his/her anger while helping
them manage stress. It's a must for the home or classroom.
Teaching Children the Concepts of Personal SpaceLouis is
back! And this time, he's learning all about personal space.
When Louis, the world's self-proclaimed space expert, is
invited to Personal Space Camp by the school principal, he
soon learns that personal space really isn't about lunar
landings, Saturn's rings, or space ice cream.Written with
style, wit, and rhythm, Personal Space Camp addresses the
complex issue of respect for another person's physical
boundaries. Told from Louis' perspective, this story is a must
have resource for parents, teachers, and counselors who
want to communicate the idea of personal space in a manner
that connects with kids.
Howard B. Wigglebottom is a young rabbit who is bullied at
school and finally decides to tell his teacher.
The world needs your voice. If you have a brilliant idea... say
something! If you see an injustice... say something! In this
empowering new picture book, beloved author Peter H.
Reynolds explores the many ways that a single voice can
make a difference.
Third-grader Braden loves to be the center of attention. His
comic genius, as he sees it, causes his friends to look at him
in awe. But some poor decisions, like ill-timed jokes, forces
the adults in Braden's life to teach him about impulse control.
Award-winning author Julia Cook reads RJ's story about
using a social filter to choose appropriate words to say.
Children in Grades K-6 can listen and read along.
Winner of the 2015 Agnes Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize Winner
of the 2017 Bob Bush Memorial Award for Best First Book of
Poetry from the Texas Institute of Letters Miriam Bird
Greenberg’s stunning first collection, which roves across a
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lush, haunting rural America both real and imagined,
observed from railyards and roadsides, evokes the world of
myth (“I’d spent my childhood / in a house made of bees; on
hot days honey // dripped through cracks in the ceiling,” she
writes). Yet these capacious, exquisitely tensioned poems are
rooted in Greenberg’s experiences hitchhiking and hopping
freight trains across North America, or draw from her informal
interviews with contemporary nomads, hobos, and others
living on society’s edges. Beneath their surface runs a
current of violence, whether at the hands of fate or men: she
writes “Everyone knows // what happens to women // who
hitchhike, constantly // trying a door to the other world made
of lake / bottom or low forest, abandoned house // even wild
animals / have rejected.” The result is a queering of On the
Road, a feminist Frank Stanford at once vulnerable and
canny. Richly textured, In the Volcano’s Mouth is an
extraordinary portrait of life on the enchanted margins.

He was known simply as the Blind Traveler -- a
solitary, sightless adventurer who, astonishingly,
fought the slave trade in Af-rica, survived a frozen
captivity in Siberia, hunted rogue elephants in
Ceylon, and helped chart the Australian outback.
James Holman (1786-1857) became "one of the
greatest wonders of the world he so sagaciously
explored," triumphing not only over blindness but
crippling pain, poverty, and the interference of wellmeaning authorities (his greatest feat, a
circumnavigation of the globe, had to be launched in
secret). Once a celebrity, a bestselling author, and
an inspiration to Charles Darwin and Sir Richard
Francis Burton, the charismatic, witty Holman
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outlived his fame, dying in an obscurity that has
endured -- until now. A Sense of the World is a
spellbinding and moving rediscovery of one of
history's most epic lives. Drawing on meticulous
research, Jason Roberts ushers us into the Blind
Traveler's uniquely vivid sensory realm, then sweeps
us away on an extraordinary journey across the
known world during the Age of Exploration. Rich with
suspense, humor, international intrigue, and
unforgettable characters, this is a story to awaken
our own senses of awe and wonder.
Everything in Noodle's life stinks, or so he thinks.
Noodle's attitude, or "baditude," is alienating
everyone around him. Can he let go of his angst and
try to find the brighter side of life? With help, Noodle
learns how to turn his baditude into gratitude!
Elliot lives in America, and Kailash lives in India.
They are pen pals. By exchanging letters and
pictures, they learn that they both love to climb trees,
have pets, and go to school. Their worlds might look
different, but they are actually similar. Same, same.
But different! Through an inviting point-of-view and
colorful, vivid illustrations, this story shows how two
boys living oceans apart can be the best of friends.
Contains activities, discussion questions, and other
exercises that teachers can use along with Julia
Cook's illustrated story, "A Bad Case of Tattle
Tongue," to teach students the differences between
tattling and warning.
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An activity book to go along with Personal Space
Camp (9781931636872), by Julia Cook. Use as a
supplementary teacher's guide with the storybook.
Full of discussion questions and exercises to share
with students. 8.5" x 11", softcover, 24 pages.
Volcanic eruptions are common, with more than 50
volcanic eruptions in the United States alone in the
past 31 years. These eruptions can have devastating
economic and social consequences, even at great
distances from the volcano. Fortunately many
eruptions are preceded by unrest that can be
detected using ground, airborne, and spaceborne
instruments. Data from these instruments, combined
with basic understanding of how volcanoes work,
form the basis for forecasting eruptionsâ€"where,
when, how big, how long, and the consequences.
Accurate forecasts of the likelihood and magnitude
of an eruption in a specified timeframe are rooted in
a scientific understanding of the processes that
govern the storage, ascent, and eruption of magma.
Yet our understanding of volcanic systems is
incomplete and biased by the limited number of
volcanoes and eruption styles observed with
advanced instrumentation. Volcanic Eruptions and
Their Repose, Unrest, Precursors, and Timing
identifies key science questions, research and
observation priorities, and approaches for building a
volcano science community capable of tackling
them. This report presents goals for making major
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advances in volcano science.
Boy Raindrop is afraid to let go of his cloud and drop
to the ground.He doesn't want to take a risk, he
doesn't like change, and he is happy with his
comfortable life. His father encourages him to jump
out of his comfort zone and see what he is
missing."You have so many gifts to share with the
world,so many dreams to live.Take a chance little
man, let go of this cloud.Discover the ways you can
give."Don't Be Afraid to Drop is a book for anyone
who is at a transitional point in their life. From the
beginning kindergartener, to an adult who is facing
retirement, and everyone in between, this creative
analogy provides all who read it with a positive
perspective on change, taking risks, and giving back.
In August 1883 there was a series of volcanic
eruptions on the island of Krakatoa - these were so
extreme that the effects were heard and felt over ten
per cent of the Earth's surface. This text uses
contemporary reports to recount the events leading
up to and following the cataclysm.
Control your wiggles and be the BOSS of your ants.
In "I Have Ants in My Pants," Julia Cook helps
normalize the feeling many kids have when they
struggle to control their wiggles and provides
strategies for improving impulse control. Some
children just can't sit still no matter how hard they try.
And Louis is no exception. He accidentally kicks his
friend during story time. He can't stand still in the
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lunch line. And he wiggles in his seat at the movie
theater. Everyone keeps telling him he has ants in
his pants, but Louis doesn't see any ants! Louis'
mom explains that this means he wiggles a lot, and
she teaches him a special tool, the Wiggle Dance.
"Wiggle and jiggle. Jump up and down. Shake your
hands and turn around." "Take a deep breath.
Scrunch up your nose. Wobble your knees and
wiggle your toes." With a little practice and a few
helpful tools, Louis learns that he can calm his
wiggles and become the boss of the ants in his
pants!
A little bear explains that he cares about the feelings
of others and that others care about him.
Horses can help people fix ANYTHING! Archie is not
your average horse. He helps people get rid of their
flies? you know, the things that bug us! When horses
get flies, they swish their tails to make them go
away, but since people don't have tails, they come to
Archie for help.This creative book for all ages takes
a look at how powerful using horses can be to help
people heal on the inside. When people are having a
tough time with life, when they can't seem to tell
what is wrong and what's right. They come here to
see me, and even those who have doubts, are just
blown away when they figure things out.
If Brown can learn to use all of the friendship skills
he learns from the others pencils, he will make
friends. This first book in the Building Relationship
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series focuses on relationship-building skills for
children. Included are tips for parents and teachers
on how to help children who feel left out and have
trouble making friends.
With his mother’s help, RJ learns that his problems
happen because he doesn’t listen or pay attention to
directions from her, his school principal, teachers, or
even his friends. Author Julia Cook’s book shows
RJ as well as all K-6 readers the steps to the
fundamental social skills of listening and following
instructions. When RJ learns to use these skills the
right way, he has the best day of his life! This book is
the first in the BEST ME I Can Be! series to teach
children social skills that can make home life happier
and school more successful. The book includes tips
for parents and educators on how to effectively teach
listening and following instructions skills to kids.
A workbook of activities designed to explore
interrupting address such issues as the reasons
people interrupt, how unnecessary interrupting
makes people feel, and how to interrupt politely.
In this easy-to-read retelling of an old campfire tale,
young readers will find a suspenseful story with a
silly twist ending. Full-color illustrations.
The rules keep getting in the way of Noodle's fun.
Rules for this, rules for that. There are so many
rules! Can Noodle be convinced that rules are meant
to help, not harm him?
It just isn't Noodle's fault that his mom forgot to remind
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him to turn in his library book. Or that he didn't finish his
homework. Luckily he learns not to blame others, but
instead to take responsibility for his actions.
"Do not do to others that which would anger you if others
did it to you."—Socrates (the Greek philosopher), circa
470-399 B.C. Mr. Rabbit's new neighbors are Otters.
OTTERS! But he doesn't know anything about otters.
Will they get along? Will they be friends? Just treat otters
the same way you'd like them to treat you, advises Mr.
Owl. In her smart, playful style Laurie Keller highlights
how to be a good friend and neighbor—simply follow the
Golden Rule! This title has Common Core connections.
Do Unto Otters is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's
Book of the Year.
A mother explains to her child what rules she should
follow to avoid being "scooped" away by strangers.
Buckle up and jump on board for the funniest, most
EXPLOSIVE picture book of the year - you'll want to read
it again and again-o! Join two intrepid explorers as they
take a train-o, jump on a plane-o, ride a Great Dane-o
(down the lane-o) on their way to look at the volcano.
Nothing could possibly go wrong - could it?! A hilariously
anarchic rhyming story from multi-award-winning author
Andy Stanton. Andy has won a string of awards for his
Mr Gum books, including the Red House Children's Book
Award, the Roald Dahl Funny Prize, and the Blue Peter
Book Award for Best Book With Pictures (twice). Miguel
Ordonez is the illustrator of the New York Times
bestselling Your Baby's First Word Will Be Dada, written
by Jimmy Fallon, the Emmy and Grammy award-winning
host of NBC's The Tonight Show.
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A lop-eared rabbit named Buddy finds himself in trouble
with the Scruffy Varmint because he never listens.
My Mouth Is a Volcano
Tessie’s constant talking gets her into trouble at home
and school . . . until her counselor helps her learn to
tame her tongue and listen as much as she talks. Tessie
is bright and eager to share all the stories about her life.
She talks to her parents, her little brother, the bus driver,
her teacher, and her classmates. But when she gets
chatty, she’s loud . . . and talks with her mouth full of
food . . . and doesn’t give anyone else a chance to say
what’s on their minds. After her little brother complains
and her classmates ignore her, Tessie knows it’s time to
tame her talkative tongue. With help from her school
counselor, Tessie learns to talk less and listen more.
Many visitors to Yellowstone National Park don't realize
that the boiling hot springs and spraying geysers are
caused by an underlying supervolcano, so large that the
caldera can only be seen by plane or satellite. And by
some scientific measurements, it could be overdue for an
eruption. For Alex, being left alone for the weekend
means having the freedom to play computer games and
hang out with his friends without hassle from his mother.
Then the Yellowstone supervolcano erupts, plunging his
hometown into a nightmare of darkness, ash, and
violence. Alex begins a harrowing trek to seach for his
family and finds help in Darla, a travel partner he meets
along the way. Together they must find the strength and
skills to survive and outlast an epic disaster.
The Hungry Thing comes to town and askes for tickles
and feetloaf and other interesting things to eat while the
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townspeople try to figure out what he means.
It’s time for the little red chicken’s bedtime story—and a
reminder from Papa to try not to interrupt. But the
chicken can’t help herself! Whether the tale is Hansel
and Gretel or Little Red Riding Hood or even Chicken
Little, she jumps into the story to save its hapless
characters from doing some dangerous or silly thing.
Now it’s the little red chicken’s turn to tell a story, but
will her yawning papa make it to the end without his own
kind of interrupting? Energetically illustrated with glowing
colors—and offering humorous story-within-a-story
views—this all-too-familiar tale is sure to amuse (and hold
the attention of ) spirited little chicks.
‘NO’ is RJ’s least favorite word . . . and he tries his
best to convince his dad, his mom, and his teacher to
turn “No” into “Maybe” or “We’ll see” or “Later” or “I’ll
think about it.” Author Julia Cook helps K-6 readers
laugh and learn along with RJ as he understands the
benefits of demonstrating the social skills of accepting
“No” for an answer and disagreeing appropriately. Tips
for parents and educators on how to teach and
encourage kids to use these skills are included in the
book. I Just Don’t Like the Sound of NO! is another in
the BEST ME I Can Be! series of books from the Boys
Town Press that teach children social skills.
A positive resource for anyone dealing with ADHD or
challenged by someone who has ADHD.Being a verb is
hard!Especially for Louis, who can't seem to control
himself when he gets the urge to move at the wrong time
and situation.My knees start itching.My toes start
twitching.My skin gets jumpy.Others get grumpy.Louis'
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mom comes to the rescue by teaching him techniques to
help keep his inner itching, twitching and jumping to be a
verb in check.
Isabella shouts out her every thought. She uses her loud
voice so much, everyone calls her "Decibella." Isabella
soon learns the "five volumes" of voice. With patience
and a little practive, she learns what volume is
appropriate for every situation.
Hungry Thing and his daughter visit a school and ask for
flamburgers, bellyjeans, and blownuts to eat.
Whenever thoughts pop into Louis's head, he can't
control his mouth, and he ends up interrupting
everybody.
This book teaches children to manage their thoughts and
words without interrupting.
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